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IMPORTANT RESOURCES 

SHAARE TORAH 
www.ShaareTorah.org 

301-869-9842 

 

Rabbi Mark Raphael 
Cell (for pastoral emergencies) 

 

 
Shaare Torah Cemetery 

rabbimarkr@gmail.com 

301-300-9427 

 

 

moziel@shaaretorah.org 

Matt Oziel, Executive Director  

 

 

 

FUNERAL HOMES 

301-869-9842 x115 

 

Torchinsky Hebrew Funeral Home 
www.torchinsky.com 

 

301-495-3395 

Sagel Bloomfield Danzansky Goldberg 
www.sagelbloomfield.com 

301-340-1400 

Hines-Rinaldi – Jewish Community Contract 
www.dignitymemorial.com 

 

CEMETERY 

301-622-2290 

 

Garden of Remembrance 
www.gardenofremembrance.org 

 

301-428-3000 

 

Please fill out the “Important Information” Worksheet at 
the back of this booklet 
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Introduction 
When the void left by a loss is gaping and new, Jewish tradition is paved with guidance for 

mourners. A final goodbye in Judaism is composed of two themes: kavod hamet — treating 

the deceased with dignity — and nihum ah-vay-leem — comforting the mourners. 

The practices which surround the care of the deceased and his or her family are known in 

Judaism as “hessed shel emet” — acts of true kindness. This is particularly true regarding 

anything done for the deceased, since that person can no longer “return the favor.” Our care 

and devotion to the deceased are motivated out of purity of intention and goodness of heart. 

They are a reflection of the bonds of family and community, and reinforce our belief that 

humanity is created in God’s image. 

aeb 

When a Death Occurs 
When one witnesses a death, or is informed of a death, the first mitzvah is to recite a 

blessing, “Barukh Dayan HaEmet—Praised is the True Judge.” Human beings are not 

privileged to fully understand why death is a part of life, or why death happens at a particular 

time or in a particular fashion. We struggle to find reasons or an orderly pattern that relates 

the quality of a person to the manner of their death – to no avail. Ultimately, we 

acknowledge that God alone has that power and understanding. And then our job is to fulfill 

the mitzvot – the obligations, customs, and rituals – that bring comfort to ourselves and 

other mourners. 

aeb 
Funeral and Burial Arrangements 

The period of time between death and burial is called, “aninut,” and during this time family 

members should attend to any needs required for funeral arrangements, as well as arranging 

things so that one’s full concentration can be devoted to the shiva period. 

When a death occurs, two important calls are to the funeral home and the rabbi. Several 

decisions are required, and specific information will be needed to complete these 

arrangements. 

Y Contact the Synagogue: When a loved one reaches the final stages of life, or has 

passed away, please call the rabbi immediately (office and cell phone numbers are listed at the 

front of this booklet). He can provide comfort to you and your family, as well as guidance on 

the decisions that need to be made. Don’t worry about the time – at these moments, the 

rabbi is on call 24 hours a day. During Shabbat, leave 
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a message at the rabbi’s synagogue office and at home; the rabbi will return the call as 

quickly as possible. 

The Rabbi will then inform the congregation, as well as our “Aveylut – Bereavement” 

Committee, so that our synagogue community can begin its work supporting your family 

throughout the mourning period. 

Y Contact the Funeral Home: Contact the funeral home of your choice to begin 

making the arrangements. The funeral home will immediately make arrangements to 

transport the deceased to the funeral home facility so it can be prepared for burial. 

The funeral home will ask you the following: 

Y Identification: The full name, Hebrew name, date and place of birth, date and time of 

death, veteran’s status, and social security number of the deceased. Information about a pre-

purchased cemetery plot will also be needed right away. If a relative was not present at the 

time of death, a member of the family may be required to officially identify the deceased. 

Y Taharah: Judaism requires a set of rituals before the body is placed in the coffin. A 

group of trained community members recites special prayers, washes the body to evoke a 

sense of ritual purity, and wraps it in burial shrouds (called tahrichim). Our congregation 

requires this ceremony to take place for its rabbi to officiate at a funeral. You should indicate 

to the funeral home that your family requires this practice. There is a minimal charge for the 

materials for this ritual. Embalming is not permitted by Jewish law (unless required by civil 

authorities) because it delays the return of the body to the earth. 

Y Tallit: It is customary to bury the deceased with his or her tallit, and the funeral home 

will ask the family to provide it if one exists. 

Y Shemirah: Judaism believes that at the moment of death, the soul is separated from 

the body. We bury the body with reverence, while the soul continues on its journey. 

However, that journey does not begin fully until burial takes place. Therefore, we have an 

important custom of ensuring that the body is not alone until burial. Family members, 

friends who volunteer, or members of the Jewish community hired by the funeral home, 

should stay with the body at the funeral home until the time of the funeral and burial. 

Y The “Plain Pine Box”: The ancient rabbis were appalled at the disparity between the 

funerals of the wealthy and the poor in their era, and this continues to be a concern even 

today. Since it is a certainty that “we are all equal in death,” they instituted specific 

procedures to ensure that all would be accorded equal respect at the end of life. The most 

important example is the Jewish custom of using a plain wooden casket for burial. The 

coffin is fastened with wooden pegs rather than nails 

– natural materials appropriate for the natural process of death and burial, a reminder that “we 

are but dust, and our end is dust.” Congregants should resist efforts to spend more than 

necessary on a casket – the highest sign of respect one can show a loved one in death is to 

attend to their needs in accordance with Jewish tradition. 
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Y Planning the Funeral Service: To ensure that the journey of the deceased, as well as 

the process of mourning, can proceed, Jewish tradition is that the funeral and burial should 

take place as quickly as possible after death. Jewish funerals do not take place on Shabbat 

and on Yom Tov (Rosh Hashanah, Yom Kippur, Shavuot, and the first two and last days of 

Passover and Sukkot). Please consult with the rabbi before discussing arrangements with the 

funeral home, and before setting the date and time for the funeral service. 

Y Synagogue, Funeral Chapel, or Graveside Service: Every person should  be 

accorded a proper funeral and burial. One option is to hold the funeral service at the 

synagogue or the funeral home chapel, and then transport the deceased by motorcade to the 

cemetery for a brief burial service. The other is to hold the funeral service “graveside,” 

followed immediately by burial. In our community, either practice is considered equally 

respectful and appropriate. The choice often involves the time of year and the expected 

weather, the anticipated length of the service, the number and age of the mourners, and the 

location of the cemetery. The rabbi, funeral director, and cemetery personnel can provide 

guidance in choosing the appropriate service. More details about the funeral service are 

provided below. 

Y Cemetery: Jews should be buried in a Jewish cemetery. The Washington  area Jewish 

community has several outstanding options, and families are encouraged to consider them in 

advance of need. Shaare Torah has a beautiful congregational section at Gan Zikaron-

Garden of Remembrance in Clarksburg. Jewish law prohibits cremation, and the rabbi will 

not officiate at ceremonies following cremation. If a loved one has specifically requested 

cremation, consult with the rabbi immediately. 

Y Preparation for Shiva: You will work with the rabbi to determine the dates and 

location for shiva, as well as times for minyan (daily services) to be held at the shiva 

location (more details about shiva are described below). 

 
aeb 

Funeral and Burial 
Jewish law and tradition have endowed funeral and mourning practices with profound 

religious significance. To this end, Jewish funerals avoid ostentation; family and visitors 

reflect in dress and deportment the solemnity of the occasion; flowers and music are 

inappropriate; embalming and viewing are avoided; the casket is made of wood, often pine; 

and it is customary for the burial to take place as soon as possible after the death. Funerals 

take place during daylight, and do not take place on Shabbat or other major Jewish holidays. 

Funeral services can be at the synagogue, funeral home, or at the cemetery only. 

Y Mourners: According to Jewish tradition, the mourners are the seven immediate 

relatives: father, mother, son, daughter, brother, sister, and spouse. Only these seven 

individuals are required to observe the laws and customs of Jewish mourning. 
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Other family members, along with other relatives and friends, have the responsibility of 

caring for all the needs of the mourners. 

Y Kriyah Ceremony: Prior to the funeral, some mourners tear their clothing or wear a 

torn black ribbon at the funeral. This is called kriyah. While originally this custom was 

performed upon learning of the death, this ritual is now usually performed immediately 

before the funeral begins. The tear serves as a powerful symbol of mourning, showing 

others your status as a mourner. It is also a symbol that there is a tear in the fabric of our lives 

and our community. The rabbi will assist with the kriyah ceremony and recite the 

accompanying blessing. A person can use their own clothing (a tie, shirt or blouse, or other 

item that will be worn throughout shiva), or the funeral home will provide a ribbon. At the 

death of a parent, the ribbon is customarily placed on the person’s left side, closest to the 

heart. For all other relatives, the ribbon is placed on the right side. The torn garment is 

usually worn for the duration of the shiva period. Some carry the small ribbon with them for 

the 30 days known as sheloshim. The ribbon is removed on Shabbat and holidays as these are 

not times for mourning. 

Y The Funeral Service: The funeral service is very simple and contains many customs. 

The rabbi can assist with specifics regarding the funeral service. Selections from the book of 

Psalms and other Jewish sources are usually read, a eulogy given as a tribute to the departed by 

the rabbi and/ or family members, as well as the traditional funeral benediction El Maleh 
Rahamim. 

The rabbi will generally meet with the family before the funeral to learn more about the 

deceased. It is helpful to have other family members, including children, available to share 

feelings and memories. This helps begin the process of creating memories through stories 

that will be passed along in the family – a process that continues through the shiva period 

and beyond. 

There are no rules prohibiting children from attending a funeral or burial. While sorrowful, 

the Jewish funeral rituals help provide a sense of closure to family members, including 

children. At the same time, mourners need to be able to focus on the task of mourning 

during the funeral, so other family members should assist with children who do attend. 

Consult with the rabbi if you have any questions about the attendance of particular family 

members. 

In our community it is not customary to have flowers at the funeral. The custom of giving 

tzedakah — charity — is considered a more appropriate and lasting way of honoring the 

deceased. An announcement of specific charities that were meaningful to the deceased or the 

family may be made at the funeral or in the newspaper obituary. 

Y Burial: At the burial service, the rabbi will invite mourners to assist in placing earth 

into the grave. One explanation teaches us that just as the departed has provided for us in so 

many ways throughout his/her time with us, we now have an opportunity to provide for 

him/her by creating this final place of rest. If you take part in this ritual, it is customary to 

return the shovel to the pile of earth face down as an expression of our reluctance to both 

perform such a rite and to bid our loved one farewell. Our 
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custom is to cover the casket completely during the ceremony; mourners can return after the 

ceremony to continue filling in the grave. 

At the conclusion of the burial service, mourners recite the Kaddish prayer for the first time. 

Those in attendance then form two lines, and the mourners walk between them while those 

in attendance recite traditional words of comfort, “Hamakom Yenahem Etkhem b’tokh 
sha’ar avaylay Tziyon Ve-Yerushalayim – May you be comforted among all the mourners of 

Zion and Jerusalem.” Mourners (and sometimes other family and friends) then proceed 

directly to the shiva location. 

aeb 
Returning Home from the Cemetery 

Y Returning Home: After the funeral, mourners return to the home where Shivawill 

start. Before mourners and friends enter the home, it is customary to first wash hands in a 

ritualistic manner, using a pitcher of water and a basin outside the entrance. In Jewish 

tradition, contact with death, including our presence in a cemetery, causes us to take on a 

form of “ritual impurity.” Water, on the other hand, is crucial to life, and is considered a 

source of purity. Ritual washing separates us from the impurity of death, and brings us back 

towards a focus on life. 

Upon entering the house, a member of the family generally lights a Shiva candle, which 

should be provided by the funeral home and which burns for seven days. The Shiva candle, 

also called the Ner Daluk, “burning light,” serves as a mark of respect to the memory of the 

deceased. 

Y Seudat Havra’ah: Once returning from the cemetery, it is customary to eat a meal that 

is provided by friends or the community. The meal is called the meal of consolation or 

Seudat Havra’ah. The traditional meal of comfort may include lentils, hard-boiled eggs, and 

bread - all foods which in Judaism are associated with life. Since meat is often a symbol of a 

celebratory meal, there is a custom to make this a dairy meal. Those present should 

remember that the meal of consolation is a mitzvah, not a social event. 

 
aeb 

Shiva 
Shiva means seven. For seven days following the loss of a loved one, the mourner remains 

at home. During this time, family and friends surround the mourners. The day of the burial 

is traditionally counted as the first day of Shiva. Shabbat counts as one of the days of Shiva, 

but the practices of mourning are suspended for the day. Shiva ends in the early hours of the 

7
th 

day. For example, if burial is on Monday, shiva ends the following Sunday morning. 

Shiva ends early if the mourning period is 
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interrupted by a major Jewish holiday. If burial takes place during the middle days of 

Passover or Sukkot, shiva begins upon the conclusion of the last day of the festival. 

During Shiva Jewish law requires mourners to recite the mourner’s Kaddish. Since a 

Minyan of ten adult Jews is required in order to say the mourner’s Kaddish, and mourners 

should not leave the shiva house except on Shabbat, friends and family come to the home, to 

enable the bereaved to fulfill this Mitzvah. During Shiva, it is customary to provide food for 

the family so they are free from everyday concerns during this mourning period. Our 

community will arrange for a minyan each evening during shiva, including a leader (either 

the rabbi or a trained congregant) and others to help ensure that 10 Jewish adults are present. 

Siddurim (prayerbooks) will be provided either by the funeral home or the congregation. 

Families may also request minyanim each morning. 

 

It is customary to observe Shiva in the home of the deceased. Where this is not possible, 

Shiva may be marked in the home of an immediate family member or even a friend. Most 

importantly, however, the family should be together during this time. 

The mourners may also be in their socks or slippers and be sitting on low stools or even the 

floor. This is symbolic of the emotional reality of being “brought low” by grief. It is also a 

symbol of humility in the face of death. The low stools are usually provided by the funeral 

home. 

Another visible custom in a shiva house is that mirrors are covered. The origins of the 

custom are uncertain, but it is a powerful marker which differentiates the home of a mourner. 

The most common explanation is that this custom reinforces our lack of concern about 

personal vanity and appearance during a time of mourning. 

Among those things mourners customarily do not do during Shiva are: 

Y Leaving the house, except to go to synagogue on Shabbat (or other services if 

necessary). Jewish tradition forbids mourning on Shabbat and specifies that mourners 

are to go to the synagogue on the Shabbat following a loved one’s death. 

Y Working or any business pursuits. Jewish law allows those who would otherwise 

experience severe financial loss to return to work after three days. 

Y Personal appearance is not important at a time of grief. Therefore, mourners 

traditionally refrain from shaving, haircuts, using cosmetics, bathing (other than for 

elementary hygiene), and the wearing of new clothes. 

Y Wearing leather shoes. It is customary to wear slippers or rubber or canvas shoes 

during Shiva. Leather shoes are not worn because they are considered a luxury, and 

we emphasize that all are equal in death and mourning. In addition, since the 

wearing of leather shoes is associated with going out of the house, there is no need to 

wear them during Shiva. 

Y Festivities of any kind. 
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Y Serving as host. There is no expectation that a mourner will specifically welcome 

guests, and there is no need to thank people for coming. 

Y Engaging in sexual relations. During Shiva, mourners are to refrain from all 

pleasurable activities, sex among them. Likewise, traditional Jews will not read books 

for enjoyment, watch television, listen to the radio, or engage in other similar 

pursuits. 
 

aeb 

Sheloshim–30 Days 
On the morning of the seventh day after the funeral, mourners “get up” from shiva. 

Traditionally, they take a short walk around the block. They then enter the “sheloshim” 

period. Sheloshim refers to the 30 days of mourning which begin on the day of the funeral, 

and continue after shiva is over. While mourners return to most of their regular activities, 

certain traditional mourning rites still apply. Mourners refrain from shaving and haircuts, 

though this practice may resume if someone comments on their unkempt appearance. The 

mourner may choose to continue to wear the kriyah ribbon or garment. In addition, it is 

customary to abstain from celebratory events, such as weddings, social gatherings, public 

concerts, or other forms of public entertainment. The mourner continues to say kaddish daily 

by attending services (daily minyan) at the synagogue. Like shiva, sheloshim ends early if 

yom tov (major holiday) occurs during the 30 days. 

 

aeb 
Erecting a Matzeivah and Unveiling 

Soon after burial, family members will arrange for an appropriate memorial stone or plaque, 

called a matzeivah, to be placed at the gravesite. The cemetery can help coordinate this for 

the family, recommending specific designs and a contractor. In Ashkenazic tradition, two 

Hebrew letters, pei and nun (which stand for “poh nikbar– here is buried”) are placed above 

the inscription. The tombstone may also bear the letters taf, nun, tzadi, bet, and hey at the 

bottom of the stone, which stand for “Tehei nishmato/nishmata tzerurah betzeror hahayyim 
– May his/her soul be bound up in the bond of eternal life.” Levites may have a pitcher 

inscribed on the stone, while a Cohen may have a carving of hands raised in priestly 

benediction. 

 

While not customary in all families, an unveiling ceremony often takes place within one 

year after the death, at any time after the sheloshim period. At the grave site, the gravestone 

is revealed for the first time during a brief ceremony led by either the Rabbi or a family 

member, attended by immediate family and close friends. The ceremony usually consists of 

a series of readings including Psalms, brief remembrances of the deceased, removal of the 

cover, recitation of the El Malei 
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Rahamim memorial prayer, and the recitation of the mourner’s Kaddish. The rabbi can help 

you plan an appropriate service. 

Once the gravestone has been put in place, it is customary to place a small stone or pebble 

on the memorial stone. While there are many ideas for the origin of this practice, one is that 

one of the many names for God in Jewish tradition is “Tzur Yisra’el”—the “Rock of Israel.” 

Stones symbolize permanence and solidity – reinforced by our faith in God, and the 

enduring memory of a loved one beyond his or her physical presence. 

 
aeb 

Shanah–The First Year 
According to Jewish tradition, a person mourning a parent continues the sheloshim practices 

for a twelve month period on the Jewish calendar – a “Shanah” or year. The practice of 

reciting Kaddish for a parent at a public service (minyan) continues for eleven months. 

During this period, it is also appropriate to give tzedakah (charity), do community or 

volunteer work, and/or engage in Jewish study in memory of the deceased. 

aeb 

Yahrzeit 
Yahrzeit (Yiddish for “a year’s time”) refers to the anniversary of the death of a loved one on 

the Jewish calendar. As with all Jewish holy days, observance starts the evening before and 

continues through sundown of the day itself. It is customary to light a memorial Yahrzeit 

candle in the evening and allow the candle to burn for 24 hours (these candles can be found 

in grocery store kosher aisles or kosher supermarkets). There is no blessing recited on the 

candle, but it is appropriate to share memories and recall the loved one’s qualities while it is 

lit. It is also customary to come to services either on the Hebrew anniversary date to say 

Mourners Kaddish, or on the Shabbat close to the anniversary. Finally, it is also appropriate 

to donate tzedakah on the anniversary in memory of the loved one. 

Shaare Torah will send you a reminder with the date on the Jewish calendar and the 

equivalent secular calendar date. Please let Shaare Torah know if you have not received this 

reminder by the month prior to the anniversary date. 
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Yizkor 
Yizkor means God will remember. Yizkor services take place 4 times a year: Yom Kippur, 

Sh’mini Atzeret (the 7
th 

day of the Sukkot festival), the last day of Passover; and the second 

day of Shavuot. The Yizkor service allow individuals, whether mourning a recent or more 

distant loss, to take solace in the words of Jewish tradition and the comfort to be found in the 

Jewish community. Many light a yahrzeit candle on the evening of these four dates, in 

addition to the yahrzeit date. 

 
aeb 

How to Pay a Shiva Call 
In the Jewish tradition, immediately upon the burial of a loved one, family members may 

observe a traditional seven day period of grief and mourning referred to as “sitting shiva.” 

During this time, family members traditionally gather in one home and receive visitors. It is 

considered a great mitzvah, or Jewish responsibility reflecting great loving kindness and 

compassion, to pay a home visit to the mourners. Daily prayer services are usually held in 

the home of the mourners at least one time daily so the mourners can say Kaddish. 

Shaare Torah sends out e-mail notification upon the death of a synagogue member or a 

family member of the member. Included with this notification are usually details of shiva. It 

is customary to come during the evening prayer service, but you may visit any time during 

the shiva period. It is not necessary to know a family well to visit or to help make a minyan. 

Your presence reflects the broader community’s concern for its members, and we urge every 

person to be present whenever possible in a shiva home. 

 

According to Jewish tradition, there are certain guidelines for nihum avelim — comforting 

mourners. 

Y It is customary to avoid bringing flowers or gifts with you. Instead, you may want to 

make a donation to the deceased’s favorite charity or to a synagogue fund in their 

memory. 

Y  It is always appropriate to bring or send food. It is not necessary to call ahead before 

visiting. 

Y The door to a shiva home is usually left open, or at least unlocked, and the 

expectation is that visitors will let themselves in. If it is an inappropriate time for 

visitors (a mealtime, or if the mourners need a rest), the door will be locked. 

Y Mourners are not expected to serve as hosts in their own home during shiva. 

Therefore, some mourners may adhere to the custom of not formally greeting their 

visitors. They may not even shake hands with guests. Instead, it is considered 

appropriate social protocol for guests to make their presence 
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known to the mourners with a simple, “I’m sorry for your loss,” or even a 

compassionate embrace or arm on the shoulder. 

Y Visits can be brief. Do not feel obliged to stay more than half an hour or so. 

Y Follow the lead of the mourner(s). He or she may want to talk about ordinary things, 

tell jokes, or to share memories about the deceased. Or he or she may simply want to 

sit quietly, while others talk or just share their presence. Ask the mourners or other 

family members about their loved one, or start conversation from pictures or other 

memorabilia that may be on display. 

Y It is appropriate to engage in quiet and serious conversation, but it is inappropriate to 

become boisterous or to create a party-like atmosphere. 

Remember, it is not important what you say, but rather that you came and offered your 

presence to a relative, friend, or community member in a time of need. 
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION TO HAVE READY 

Full Name:            

Birth Date:      Place of Birth:    

Maiden Name:     Social Security Number:  _ 

Veteran’s Status (include general dates of service service):      

Full Hebrew Name (first and middle):         

Father’s Hebrew Name (if applicable):        

Mother’s Hebrew Name (if applicable):         

Father is/was a: Cohen [ ] Levite [ ] Israelite [ ] 

Cemetery Plots (name of cemetery; block/plot numbers; location of deed; contact 

information): 

 

 

 

 

 

Funeral information (location of pre-need contract, contact information, and special 

requests): 

 

 

 

 

 

Location of copies of wills, power of attorney, life insurance, and other financial information: 

 

 

 

 

 


